
   

 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Capital Project Subcommittee Notes 

 

Members in Attendance  

 

Rick Michaelson (At-Large)  

Jeanne Harrison (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

Alex Zimmerman (At-Large) 

Amy Spreadborough (Northwest Business Association, NWBA) 

Karen Karlsson (Northwest District Association, NWDA)  

Mark Stromme (At-Large) 

Parker McNulty (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

 

PBOT Staff 

 

Rae-Leigh Stark, Northwest Parking District Liaison 

Zena Rockowitz, Parking Program Specialist  

Kathryn Doherty-Chapman, Project Manager 

 

Pedestrian Lighting Study  

 

Kathryn presents on pedestrian lighting study. In phase 1, looked at best practices in other cities and PBOT 

guidelines. Phase 2 is to develop prioritization criteria, review engineering findings, and decide on actions. 

Working oh phase 1 and 2. Phase 3 is to draft budget, conduct outreach, and draft list of priority locations. 

The first focus group was back in September, drafted proposed study area. Lighting engineers have done 

analysis and created recommended actions.  

 

Best practices  

 

Looked at Project for Public Spaces nonprofit and their research. Not dissimilar to what is done at PBOT, 

includes considering street character, height of buildings, urban design, motif, etc. Discusses sidewalk 

placement recommendation, preference for a lot of light at lower levels to avoid glare. Reviewed Seattle City 

Wide Plan from 2012, which focuses on lighting in crime hotspots, schools, senior centers, underserved 
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areas, adjacent private property. Seattle works closely with Forestry Department. Seattle does not 

recommend adding pedestrian lights to existing poles.  

 

Current PBOT guidelines 

 

PBOT provides lighting values for different street classifications. Minimum levels change with street 

functional classifications and multi-modal usage. Local service roadways have lowest lighting. In 2017, 

commissioned an evaluation of lighting standards to identify best practices for minimum lighting levels at 

intersections. First step is street classification to determine minimum light and uniformity, and light goes 

down as classification goes down. Step 2 is getting weighting by speeds, volumes, and traffic. Step 3 is 

recommend average maintained light value.  If it’s a local street intersecting with higher class, that whole 

intersection gets the higher number. This is the basic minimum and doesn’t mean they can’t go higher.  

 

Current Light Fixtures 

 

Two main light fixtures used by PBOT are cobra head and pedestrian scale. Pedestrian lights are installed 

during capital projects and will get some with Northwest In Motion (NWIM). Higher level recommended at 

intersections and mid-block pedestrian crossings.  

 

Rick is concerned about pedestrian safety and comfort on the sidewalks and the intersection of two local 

streets, which would have lowest levels, but people are still crossing the street here.  

 

Options for Northwest:  

 

• Metal cobra head with new electrical panel is the most expensive to install at $27,000 per pole. 

Requires supplying all new materials.  

• For pedestrian scale lighting with new electrical panel, it is $25,000 per pole. Each panel is $10,000. 

Requires supplying all new materials.  

• Metal cobra heads with electrical panel available but needing new materials is $17,000 per pole.  

• Pedestrian poles with electrical panel available but needing new materials is $15,000 per pole.  

• Wood polls are $5,000 per pole and about $3,000 per light fixture. Does not require electrical but 

requires new materials.  

• Most economical option: could use existing utility polls and add more cobra head light fixtures. Does 

not require electrical panel but does need new materials. $3,000 per light fixture. Can put two on 

both fixtures.  

Map on Initial Analysis.  

 

Kathryn shows maps of recommendations for main and minor streets, as well as maps of analysis areas. 

Lighting team suggested not focusing on entire district but initial analysis areas because only have $100,000 

in first phase. All focusing on PBOT’s equity matrix areas, want to avoid NWIM and corridor projects. NW 

23RD Avenue is not included because they are doing a streetscape rebuild there. Looking at NW 18th Avenue 

and NW 19th Avenue because of new bus line, not getting any major civil improvements.   

 

Initial analysis shows lack of light uniformity and that Northwest is below standards. One proposed change 

is just to add another wood light poll and cobra head to get the light in the crosswalk to the current 

guidelines of .9.  

 



NW Northrup Street is lower recommended light value but because it intersects with NW 21st Avenue, both 

of them would need to meet the higher value of .9.  Right now NW 21st Avenue and NW Northrup Street are 

at .44.  

 

Kathryn is discussing tree grooming with the Department of Forestry but doesn’t know what that would cost 

yet.  

 

Ideas for Phasing  

 

• Year 1- Install all wooden light polls and cobra head lights, affordable option  

• Year 2- Add pedestrian scale lighting with new development and capital projects as they come in 

and where most needed 

• Year 3- Move on other areas.  

 

Does this study area and phasing proposal seem correct?  

 

Karen sees how the study area is avoiding Conway, would like to see what the lighting levels at Conway are 

and how it compares to the other areas.  Rick wants to point to an intersection or two in northwest that 

meets the standards. 

 

Jeanne says lots of complaints on Nextdoor on muggings in vicinity of the parks, wants to upgrade around 

parks.  

 

Alex agrees with Jeanne. Wants to look at evaluating light pollutions. She lives in Conway, and it can be hard 

to sleep because of cobra heads that direct light downward and diffuses the light. Suggests checking in with 

neighbors, adjacent properties, and considering the swift migratory patterns. Wouldn’t want people to say 

there is now too much light. Kathryn responds they are cognizant of light trespass and improving pedestrian 

experience on the sidewalks. Remembers the lighting engineers saying all the new equipment would be 

dark sky compliant. Alex says cobra heads can be harsh. Rae-Leigh says they do evaluate light trespass.  

 

Rick is comfortable with study areas, does not know if they align with prioritization and will have to look at 

implementation.  

 

Jeanne notes Zone K isn’t eligible, so shouldn’t do a study in an area money can’t be spent. Kathryn says 

they are using meter revenue funds and thinks it’s the permit revenue that has restrictions. Rae-Leigh will 

clarify that they can spend money outside of Zone M on capital projects.    

 

Mark wants to know why parts of NW 23rd Avenue isn’t included. Kathryn says it will have its own budget 

because it’s being rebuilt and lighting will be part of that. Rae-Leigh notes the streetscape plan would 

include north and south of 23rd. If that plan goes forward, could identify intersections to improve the 

lighting.   

 

Amy has heard the rebuild on the north part of NW 23rd Avenue could be 10 years away and wants to be 

able to elevate it. Jeanne says she doesn’t think it is a long way off, because of the interest in having 

streetcar on northern end of NW 23rd Avenue.   

 



Rick: “Adding lighting fixtures to existing poles can happens fast. Does Year 1 include adding mid-block 

lighting that’s not part of capital projects?” Kathryn responds that Year 1 could include mid-block lighting 

but what they are focusing on is wooden polls. Will make that explicit.  

 

Alex: “Would there be room in Year 2 to explore developer requirements or good neighbor agreements for 

large commercial developments?” She wants to stretch the use of new electrical panels being added. 

Example is that they could need slightly bigger panel or different location and would want to get in on the 

development review earlier. Wants to put feedback in early at the design hearing. Kathryn thinks this is great 

idea.  

 

Parker says it would help to have a bullet point list for every project that comes through planning, to have a 

standard, since it’s not formally written anywhere. Lighting is very often overlooked.  

 

Mark hopes to create a Northwest historic district identity, as new developments occur there may be 

lighting standard that conforms to a neighborhood aesthetic. Jeanne agrees. Kathryn says a Northwest 

historic lighting code was determined to be outside the scope of this project because this is about getting 

streets safe and comfortable for people walking, it’s a compliment to NWIM, as they do streetscape projects, 

that is where urban design comes into play. Historic standard means going to city council and more 

outreach. Rae-Leigh says they can talk about what is in place in the Pearl district, when redevelopment 

happens there are guidelines set up.   

 

Alex asks if it would be possible to do a streetscape plan for neighborhoods as a hole but identify specific 

areas and corridors with pedestrian scale lighting. She is thinking about older lampposts, maybe along NW 

21st Avenue and NW 23rd Avenue to add neighborhood character and something similar to what they are 

seeing in Conway with basic pedestrian lights.  

 

Kathryn says that if we want to have a framework for what we want to see and that PBOT can install, that is 

something that can be done outside of going to City Council. If we want to have a requirement for 

developers that has to go be adopted as code. Rae-Leigh syas PBOT Planning is coming to the next SAC 

meeting and will make sure it is part of discussion.  

 

Parker wants list of standards and expectations and notes it would be helpful to know this in advance.   

 

Rick says that whenever a new development comes in, they should be adding a pedestrian scale lighting, no 

matter the year.  

 

Amy says maybe they could add a vision statement rather than a plan, to convey the unique character to 

realtors, restaurants, developers. Agrees with including that as part of the streetscape plan. 

 

Kathryn agrees this will be part of streetscape planning project, but this initial lighting project is to look at 

existing conditions and make recommendations to improve pedestrian safety and look at what the lighting 

team has already done. With $100,000, the first year is just to do wooden light poles and fixtures and that is 

$5,000 per pole, only 10-11 intersections we can do. Rae-Leigh says for the streetscape plan project they can 

allocate other funding towards things like design standards and design guidance. Kathryn asks if they could 

have a list or talking points put together by NWDA for design ideas. 

 

Rick would like to see three lights on one pole.  

 



Alex wants NWDA to come to these subcommittees to collaborate better with them and to make 

neighborhood voice is included. Rae-Leigh says they talked about getting someone from outside of the SAC 

to come to the meeting. If there is interest in that, they can extend invites.  

 

Parker wants to know what the appropriate residential lighting level is and can talk to his architect about it.  

 

Next steps:  

 

Agree on the study area and partnerships with developers. 

• Lighting analysis – February  

• Review engineer recommendations – March  

• Develop recommendations for lighting budget – April/May  

 

New Business  

 

Alex introduces idea to do pedestrian plazas or temporary curb extensions to compliment the Healthy 

Businesses program, to open up space for those biking and walking around. Thinking about active areas on 

NW 23rd St. and NW Savier by McMenamins, how to stitch initiatives together and use funding to provide 

places to gather, using paints and design that businesses could choose from to mark curb extensions. Wants 

to use SAC money or leverage with other money. Businesses don’t have the funding to build the plazas 

necessarily. Would make it clear for public use and you don’t have to be eating at the restaurant. Wants to 

think about partners and businesses who would be interested. Could deploy in spring. 

 

Subcommittee supports. Amy can do outreach. 

 

Jeanne states she thinks that would be fine but need to find business that doesn’t need the parking.  

 

Parker notes PBOT is adding 9 parking spaces on NW Thurman Street and NW 9th Avenue.  

 

Action Items 

 

• Rae-Leigh will look into whether they could spend money in Zone K and pass along information to 

PBOT Planning around design standards. 

• Kathryn will look into weighting and will go back to the lighting group and let them know the group 

is on board with phasing and study areas. 

• Lighting team will give Parker recommendations and ideas for solutions at properties 

• PBOT will look at partnerships with developers and elevating the streetscape plan  

 

Meeting Adjourned.  

 

 


